
RE VISITING THE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION BILL

The Freedom of Information Act, enacted in , provides that any person The FOIA Office will tell you in writing if they are
unable to locate.

It has also been interpreted to exempt law enforcement manuals from disclosure where such manuals are
predominantly of internal interest to agency personnel and their disclosures significantly risks circumvention
of agency regulations or statutes. This means that: everybody has a right to access official information. The
two pages it received â€” copies of calendar events â€” were also partially redacted. For example, the BBC is
subject to the act only for information which is not held for the purposes of journalism, art or literature, to
prevent its journalistic activities from possible compromise. Section 5 of the Act gives the Secretary of State
the power to designate further bodies as public authorities. Information that is not held by the Commons or
Lords falling under s. Courts have held that pre-decisional recommendations, which would ordinarily be
exempt, lose the protection of the "executive" privilege if an agency, in making a final decision, chooses
expressly to adopt them or incorporate them by reference. Meanwhile, the federal government is increasingly
refusing to process FOI requests because they are too onerous. The scope of the exemption is, therefore, not
limited to depository institutions or entities actually regulated by the agency at issue, nor is it limited to
matters affecting the solvency of the particular institution. Conversely, records originally compiled for
purposes other than law enforcement can nevertheless qualify for Exemption 7 protection if they are
subsequently assembled for law enforcement purposes. In the third category, openness is a rule, and the reason
for non-openness needs to be established by the authority. Since that time, the FOIA has been strengthened by
a series of amendments, starting in in the aftermath of the Watergate scandal involving President Richard M.
In the case of conditional non-openness, the reasonability of the non-openness is reviewed case-by-case by the
authority and, if appeals are made, by the court. Its presence deters departments from using spurious or flawed
reasoning to deny FOI requests, and the regulator can act as a circuit-breaker in disputes. Before launching a
potentially time-consuming Freedom of Information Act FOIA request, make sure that the information you
need cannot be easily obtained by immediate means. Three different kinds of bodies are covered under the act:
Public Authorities, publicly owned companies and designated bodies performing public functions. A few
government departments are expressly excluded from the scope of the act, principally Intelligence services.
The No. The government first published proposals for freedom of information in  Government departments,
the Houses of Parliament , the Northern Ireland Assembly , the Welsh Assembly , the armed forces, local
government bodies, National Health Service bodies, schools, colleges and universities, police authorities and
Chief Officers of Police are included within this list, which ranges from the Farm Animal Welfare Council to
the Youth Council for Northern Ireland. Prior to submitting your request, we suggest


